
 

Innercircle by Yigal Mesika

Infinite Levitation Possibilities. Levitate Anywhere!

"This is cool, instant, powerful magic! Anywhere, anytime right in your wallet!" -
Cyril

"Innercircle is the most elegant and practical solution to the problem of carrying
and setting Loops. I'm sure magicians will love it. I know I do." - Luis de Matos

"Yigal Mesika's Loops made miracles possible. Now, the Innercircle makes those
miracles possible ANYWHERE, at ANY TIME. It's a no-brainer." - Justin Willman

For the first time ever, three groundbreaking items in one package:
- Animated Miracles.
- Loops®
- The Innercircle Card.
This combination is the ultimate utility to announce the art of levitations and
animations.

You will receive:
1. The patented Innercircle Card, the official carrying case for the most
astonishing and versatile tool in magic, Loops! This custom-made carrying case
was specially engineered to look like a credit card making it extremely convenient
to slip right into your wallet, not only protecting your Loops, but also making them
easily accessible. You can rest assured knowing that the Loops in your
Innercircle Card are 100% protected from any amount of force or direct pressure.
2. One pack of Loops®: one of the most practical and versatile inventions in the
history of magic. Loops are used by masters like David Blaine, Cyril and Criss
Angel to create simple but powerful miracles.
3. The groundbreaking guide (in English) to Loops, Animated Miracles, now
revised and fully converted into the digital format via internet. Detailed
explanations and illustrated diagrams make all of the effects easy to learn.

Learn 10 unforgettable effects that are easy to master, as well as full
presentations, tips, and subtleties (English instructions).

Including:
- The Animated Fork
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- Phenomenon Fork
- Kinetic Power
- The Floating Card
- Jumping Fork
- Mystery Glasses
- Matchical Magnetism
- Mesika Haunted Pack
- Invisible Touch
- The Floating Ring

Perform these effects instantly anytime, anywhere - and yes... Completely
surrounded!
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